KAILASH BODHI SEC. SCHOOL
SCHOOL BULLETIN-2009
Dear friends and well wishers,
PREFACE:
In its quest for enlightenment, KBS has been carrying over its objectives resiliently for
decades or two. With the strength of your blessings and the core proposition of noblesse
oblige which verily is fostering our verve and nerve to go overboard on social betterment
through sophisticated dimensions of education.
An institution of about thousands scholars, beyond the doubt, is liability of KBS family in
terms of preparing citizens of character, who can square up to the challenges of society
and nation in an efficient way. Regardless the social complications emerging from the
unfavorable social set-up, our nerve never gets weakened even amongst the hardships.
KBS has established amazing landmarks through the acquisitions of knowledge.
Obviously you can receive a comprehensive and clear picture that sketched in outright
from the very outset of the session up to the minute.
PINNACLE EVENTS AT A GLANCE:
1. New admissions;
KBS is liberally accepting new admissions year by year within its capability to manage
the things prudently. This year too its strength has climbed up to 1000 approximately.
All classes have two sections from Nursery to class 10, but in class 9 there are three
sections. This is indeed an immense responsibility for us to carry through the task,
successfully.
2. A luminous candle of peace:
It is an extremely significant and convincing day of topical relevance meant for every
votary of peace and harmony.
Late Ven. Pedma Rigzin; message of love and peace has out lived his physical existence
and continue to guide and inspire KBS family for working out its resilient endeavors up
to the last breath of life in order to shaping a harmonious and peaceful society through
acquisition of knowledge especially for impoverished section of society.
KBS, of course, is liable to pay humble tribute to the departed soul every year on May-6,
P.R. Contest bumper prize is given in the name of the great soul to the best in personality
test.

3. A tangible outcome for the society:
We feel delighted and professed with our maneuver which has eventually brought forth a
satisfactory outcome enough for self congratulation which we want to proudly share with
others. This out put is in perfect accord with our commitment mentioned in our preface.
Yes! Mr. Kishan Bhandari a student of SLC batch 2007 got selected for a scholarship in
medicine under a scheme of Russian Govt. in Sept. 2009. He is obviously now in Russia
doing his MBBS. Hopefully his destination will be accomplished within stipulated
period. We literally attribute this successful penetration to the relentless pursuit of
perfection acquired by Mr. Kishan Bhandari. He should be congratulated for his sincere
attempts of being a role model for others.
4. Vibrant appraisal in SLC:

This is an outcome of collective endeavor for which KBS has perpetually been working
up its academic excellence especially with regard to SLC accomplishment. It has not
been gained through a quantum leap but an outcome of an arduous endeavor around
which the good and proper accomplishment is woven.
This very refined success clears up our academic appraisal i.e., 15 excellent distinctions
and 21 first divisions. We precisely endorse our judicious thanks to out going scholars
and pray for their bright future.
5. Expansion of computer lab:

Information technology and mass media are specialized branches of study but the modern
young reader is supposed to know about them not only for careers in these fields but also
for knowledge sake.
KBS was desirous of expanding the facilities of computer lab, so that every scholar of
computer could get smooth access with configuration to enjoy the out-let of computer
programming. Significantly now well-spacious and configured computer lab is available
to our learners with eighteen computers and two teachers.
6. Healthy recreation:
As a matter of fact, Education is a comprehensive learning process that does-not only
lean on paper and pencil test of students but seeking an access to get his/her personality
bloomed into broader social atmosphere. This out-door pursuit avails an opportunity to
our students on different footings.
Over and above this, they get freshened up and enjoy restful atmosphere in the lap of
nature. This year too we organized a healthy recreational tour for grade eight.
7. Co-curriculum report of the year:
Every one is endowed with varying degrees of intelligence and aptitude with a vision of
developing its capabilities reside with personality, out-look, intellectual learning etc.
KBS avails opportunities to get involved in such activities to its students in order to
lubricate their latent.
The summary of the program is given below.
S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Category
English Symposium
Nepali Debate
English Quiz
Drawing Competition
Math & Science quiz
Handwriting competition
English Quiz
Nepali poem competition
General quiz
English Debate Competition

Title
Students and social service
Should students take parting politics or not

--------------------Self composed
----Is co-education relevant to
Modern civilization or not

Group
Senior
Senior
Senior
All
Senior&Junior

All
Junior
Junior
Junior
Senior

8. Children’s day:
This day is specially proposed for Children’s bliss and recreation. Our children are indeed
embracing with inherent hallmarks. Only an apt platform is good enough to manifest the

concealed talent to the mass in terms of enriching their culture and civilization through a
“competitive talent show” that has been successfully organized in the presence of
distinct identity belonging to art and culture, Mr. Tanka K.C. Prizes were given away to
the best performer.
9. Teacher’s Day:
This day awaits an opportunity once in a year to our children when they formally express
their gratitude and honor for the teachers by offering flowers and presenting colorful
program.
10. Teacher’s Training;
Teachers are the lynch-pin of educational institutions. They have to submit their best
input in the class-rooms for which there are immense need to work-up their skill and
intellectual learning through interaction, conceptualization and generalization of thoughts
based upon experiences.
Through teacher’s training program self confidence is evolved through their profession
which exactly upholds them in out-doing their job.
This year also two English teacher from our school participated in teachers training
program which was held outside the institution.
11. Monthly tests and terminal examinations;
A genuine test of a student is always associated with performance shown in three
terminal examinations and unit test held on monthly basis. SLC students have to write
tests more frequently than others to prove their ability under the umbrella of KBS.
EXPRESSION OF GRATITUDE:
This is really a tough challenge to preserve the caliber with conviction and consistency.
Utmost good pursuits are always-on from the side of KBS.
But more significantly your blessings are working as nectar and given solace and
inspiration to us.
We sincerely rhapsodize your efforts not for nothing and attribute our success to a great
extent in virtue of your nobless oblige.
Our heartiest and holiest greetings are sincerely extended on the occasion of X-mas Day
of universal love and forgiveness.
May God bestow your inner being with solace, happiness and good health. Live a long
life. Merry Christmas and a happy fresh New Year 2010!!!

